
 

 

 

 

A full service merchandising company 

 

 

Fulfillment and Inventory Management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Today's businesses demand high-caliber customer service, timely and efficient deliveries, and professional handling services. Clique 
Here is a full service fulfillment center that can do everything from customized assembly to world-wide shipping. You can 
leverage our services to increase the size, scope, and power of your business by utilizing all or part of the resources Clique Here 
has to offer.  
 
Clique Here specializes in helping fast growing companies develop and execute accurate, economical, competitive, web based order 
fulfillment strategies. Clique Here is committed to delivering a full range of order fulfillment solutions in an easy-to-implement, cost- 
effective friendly manner.  

 

 

 

Our secure, fully insured facility uses best in class fulfillment methodologies to insure a high degree of accuracy for each order 
fulfilled. 
Key features include: 

 Secure storage of inventory 
 Fully insured facility including cost of goods for all product stored 
 Multiple shipping options including: 

 Ground 
 2-Day 
 Next Day 

 Kitted and free form fulfillment 
 Tracked fulfillment services to assist with chargeback rebuttals and 

customer service 
 

The accurate and efficient picking, packing, assembly and distribution of orders are critical elements of success for our clients. 
Fulfillment Services and Distribution Services are the core service offering of Clique Here. Getting inventory items shipped 
accurately, routed properly and delivered on time is an imperative function for our clients' businesses.  At Clique Here, we take this 
responsibility to heart, knowing that our clients' success depends upon our execution. Below is a brief listing of some of the service 
categories of Fulfillment we offer at Clique Here:  

 eCommerce and Catalog Fulfillment - pick and pack  

 Continuity or Auto Ship Fulfillment - high speed / high volume  

 Wholesale Fulfillment  - cases and pallets 

 
 

 
  FULFILLMENT & DISTRIBUTION 

 
  WELCOME TO CLIQUE HERE 

Clique Here offers solutions for both Business-to-Business (B-2-B) and Business-to-
Consumer (B-2-C) clients, including Pick and Pack, Product Fulfillment and Distribution, 
Pack-out / Assembly, Order Management, Inventory Management, Logistics and Returns 
Processing services.  

 
We help our clients succeed by staying within budget and we take great care of our 
clients' inventories. At Clique Here, our advanced operating systems, refined processes 
and controlled overheads all help to keep expenses within budget and inventory safely 
protected from losses and damages. Our technology systems and user-friendly tools 
allow businesses to manage product fulfillment operations from their desktops with 
outstanding results.  
 
 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 

On Line Stores & Tour 

Carstache 
Donny Osmond 
Holly Madison 
Janet Jackson                                                                                               
Jesse McCartney 
Okay Player 
Snoop Dogg 
Sparkart Stores: 

 Alphadog 

 Big Machine Records 

 Jason Aldean                                                                                

 Professional Bull Riders 

 The Killers  

Fan Clubs 

Sparkart 
Bon Jovi 
Carrie Underwood 
Evanescence 
Jason Aldean 
Jesse McCartney 
Professional Bull Riders 
Rascal Flatts 
Slipknot 
The Killers 
Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  SELECT FULFILLMENT CLIENT LIST 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

Order Management 

Clique Here has the ability to accept orders in almost any format and configuration, process the orders through our systems, and 
return updated shipping and inventory data that is central to each clients business needs. Our Technology Team works closely with 
each client to establish the most efficient and effective data exchange routine. 
 
We work closely with the client every day to manage critical timelines, deadlines, and priorities associated with particular customer 
orders. During the Client Transition Process, the Clique Here Team will work with the client to clearly understand the nature and 
nuances of the orders we are managing, the schedule we need to adhere to for picking up orders, and how to identify special 
instructions within the order detail and data exchange.  

Pick Pack Ship 

Pick and Pack fulfillment is the cornerstone of Clique Here.  By utilizing industry leading software Clique Here is able to perform all 
pick and pack operations with 100% order accuracy. 

Our goal is to operate as a seamless part of your businesses by giving you complete transparency to the fulfillment process. Clique 
Here Smart Turn is our fulfillment software solution. Clique Here Smart Turn is an integrated Web based fulfillment reporting 
technology where information and data is live and available 24/7.  Clique Here Smart Turn can integrate directly with your shopping 
cart. Our systems also offer tremendous flexibility in packing slip configurations. 

Once an order is picked, packed and ready to go, Clique Here's shipping team takes care of the finishing touches. When a sales order 
reaches the Clique Here Shipping Department, our highly trained personnel assures that the order is shipped using the correct 
carrier, account number, and service level.  

What can Clique Here offer that others cannot? 

 Same day shipping available  

 Innovative packaging and shipping options  

 Multi-Channel fulfillment capabilities  

 Complete online visibility and reporting  

 

Assembly/Kitting 

Not all products arrive ready to ship. Clique Here is fully suited to perform 
from the most basic collating tasks to full product preparation. 
 
Some of the special services we are known for include: 
• Creative Packaging 
• Light Assemble. 
• Re-labeling Projects  
 

The components of a custom distribution package are often produced by many different suppliers and therefore require kit 
assembly. We can assemble all of the different components into a kit and then fulfill those kits to a distribution list. We can also 
support your design and the actual production of the components whether they're print, premium or point-of-purchase items. Our 
kit assembly and parts assembly services include both on-demand kit assembly and pre-assembly for the creation of in-house stock 
items.  Pre-assembled kits are then inventoried and warehoused awaiting pick & pack and order processing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  FULFILLMENT & DISTRIBUTION 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are pleased to provide our clients with the best in product development, tour supply and ecommerce solutions, and retail 
distribution. CLIQUE HERE develops innovative and targeted merchandise product lines for our clients. 

Clique Here’s product development expertise applies across a broad cross-section of categories including apparel, accessories, 
headwear, jewelry, paper goods, novelty items, rack product and décor.   

Our tour supply specialists develop and produce quality and cutting edge products for your fans. We manage all steps of the 
production process and product development from concept and design, through manufacturing and delivery. We maintain rapid 
manufacturing turn- around times. We are experts in transportation of goods in and out of tour venues. 
 
Clique Here’s ecommerce solutions allow our clients to customize a store and begin selling products online quickly without major 
costs and hassles. We handle all the design, order processing, fulfillment, and customer service tasks involved with running an online 
store. We are fanatical about increasing the traffic to our online stores and maximizing the value added to the shopping cart.  

Clique Here’s retail sales and distribution strengths are second to none.  We market to retail channels from mass to mid-tier and 
specialty.  Hot Topic is one of our most prominent retailers for emerging bands.  We work closely with marketing and merchandising 
heads to promote new talent and create successful partnerships for music, marketing and merchandise. 

Clique Here’s business model is flexible enough to allow for any combination of client services, including: 

 Creative Services 

 Product Development 

 Sourcing & Manufacturing 

 Sales & Distribution 

 Tour Supply 

 Full Service Tour 

Services and Products quoted upon request 

 

 

 
  LOCATION ADVANTAGE 

 
  ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

 
 

Clique Here is ideally located to get your product to your end 
user as quickly as possible. Over 75% of the country’s 
population is within a two day shipping window of our 
operation.  We are conveniently located within minutes of 
major hubs for FedEx, UPS, and the Atlanta USPS mail facility. 
We are located near the major hubs for all nationwide 
trucking companies. Additionally, Clique Here has easy access 
to Atlanta’s Hartsfield Jackson International Airport.   



 

 

 
 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

 
 
Contact 
 
Clique Here Inc. – Main Offices 
2500 Park Central Boulevard, A-6 
Decatur, GA 30035 
(678) 418-2227 x 113 
cliquehere.com 
 
Bill Wallace 
bwallace@cliquehere.com 
 
General Information 
info@cliquehere.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

cliquehere.com

